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First, why user research?
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User research is a study to understand…

It helps place the users 
in the center of our 
design and product 
development process.
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When to do user research?

https://uxdesign.cc/user-research-methods-and-when-to-choose-the-right-one-a7030ad5e001
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When to do user research?

https://www.mindtools.com/pages/article/build-measure-learn.htm
https://uxdesign.cc/fast-simple-user-research-84c280a844c5
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How to do user research?

Image courtesy of Smashing Magazine. Access his full article and image here

https://uxdesign.cc/fast-simple-user-research-84c280a844c5
https://www.nngroup.com/articles/which-ux-research-methods/
https://www.smashingmagazine.com/2013/09/5-step-process-conducting-user-research/


Adapt the methods,
choose the simple way



Don’t wait…
There are simple ways of doing 
user research J



Analytical tools, previous reports, 

executed surveys and interviews, etc.

Online articles, public databases or 
information about competitors, etc.

Desk Research
Search for any related data and 
information, so you have prior knowledge

ü Easy
ü Quick
ü Budget Friendly

Tips:
Do this before you start planning for any research, 
it helps you to get clearer objectives.



In-Depth Interview
Go meet users and have 
conversation with them!

ü Understand what they need
ü Empathize
ü Observe

Tips:
It’s important to ask the right questions, but we’ll 
never know which is right unless we try!

Blibli Mitra: Discovering why users preferred to fulfill phone credit orders from conventional platforms



Field Observation
Spend some time with users, see 
how they behave

ü Understand what they need 
ü Learn the unexpected
ü Empathize

Tips:
Be open minded and flexible, don’t forget to 
initiate conversation too!

Blibli Mitra: Limited storage space causing users to do frequent orders but in low quantity



Usability Testing
See how users use our design to 
perform tasks

ü Reduce bias
ü Observe
ü Early discovery of usability issues

Tips:
Start soon, even if we only have low fidelity prototype or 
paper mock-up. And, emphasize more on the observed 
behavior rather than what users say.

Home visits for usability testing

Invite users to the office for usability testing



Guerilla Testing
Pouncing on lone people (or colleagues) 
in public spaces (or hallway)

ü Skip recruitment process
ü Anytime, anywhere
ü Budget friendly

Tips:
Only suitable for idea validation on a general context.

Limited time and resource?

Invited random people passing by our offline supermarket
to give feedback for the scan to pay experience

Interrupted our mailroom coordinator in the middle of his work for a while

Invited colleagues to join usability testing on lunch breaks



Preference Testing

Which payment summary design should we go for?



Card Sorting
Visualize the ideas so users can better 
explain what makes sense to them

ü Fun and interactive
ü Uncover mental models
ü Users can express the ideas 

more clearly

Tips:
Ask follow up questions to get deeper insights.

Learn how users categorized Digital Products and how they recalled the transaction flow



Evaluative Research
Check how the implemented design is used in 
reality

ü Witness the impact
ü Show success
ü Discover area of improvements

Click N’ Collect: Check the offline fulfillment and settlement process



Gather User Feedbacks
From any available channels (e.g. Customer 
Service, App Reviews, etc.)

ü Feedback from real experience
ü Discover area of improvements
ü Budget friendly

Tips:
Triangulate the information from all data source to gain 
deeper insights.



Survey
Ask questions to more users

ü Can reach many
ü Time efficient
ü Many tool options
ü Increase engagement

Tips:
Combine survey results with interview and 
observations to get deeper insights.



On pandemic… We can utilize video conference apps or online tools



Takeaways:

1. User research helps us create 
relevant and pleasurable to use 
designs.

2. User research doesn’t always 
have to be complex, there are 
simple ways of doing it too.

3. User research can be done 
anytime and anywhere, so start 
now!


